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Fae Sen Protests Change
By Mark Weintz

'lbe Fl'U Faculty Senate
Tuesday drafted a resolution
mggesting the Board of Regents
reconsider its decision to rename
FTU State University at Orlando
(SUO).
The resolution reads: "'lbe
Faculty Senate of Florida
Technological University
petitions the ofrace of Academic
Affairs, the President, the Board
of Regents and the State Board
of Education to rej~t the
proposed name change for this
university for the following
reasons:
"1) The proposed change
would make this institution the
only state university without
"Florida" in its name.
"2) The proposed name

departs from past practice of
giving each institution of higher
education in this state a unique
and clearly recognizable
identity. We respectfully request
reconsideration of the second
alternate, Florida University at
Orlando, ·by the Facilities
C.Ommittee at the April 9 Board
of Regents meeting."
Dr. C. B. Gambrell, vice
president for academic affairs,
pointed out that if the Board of
Regents is asked to reconsider
the name change of' FTU, then
the door is open to almost any
name the BOR decides upon.
The consensus of the Faculty
Senate was that the reason the
BOR rejected the first choice of
the Facilities Committee, State

The motion to petition FUO
University of Florida-Orlando,
was because that name would be
passed by a 17-3 vote. The
members of the Faculty Senate
confused with Florida State
University or University of
felt the second choice of the
F1orida. Gambrell said for this
Facilities Committee should
reason it would be pointless for
have been voted on before
the Faculty Senate to propose
consideration was given to the
the addition of "Florida" to the
third choice.
name State University of
Orlando.
1 The second choice of th.e
Facilities Committee, Florida
University at Orlando (FUO)
was never voted on, and the
committee's third choice, SUO,
was approved.
Gambrell suggested the
Faculty Senate petition the BOR ~
to consider the second choice of ~
the committee, FUO, or petition
.
to return to FTU.
·

Faculty Senate members
indicated they were dissatisfied
with SU 0 because it associates
the university with a
municipality rather than a
specific state~ It was also pointed
out that Orlando, Fla., is not the
only Orlando in the nation, and
this could cause an identity
problem for this university on a
national level
'

..
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Gambrell commented that
some universities in the nation
have "state" in their title but are
not state supported. This could
also cause confusion for
prospective students, he said.

I.

We LiYe in Ifie Present
By the Post, but
for the . .

nu. o.t.Mo. ,._...
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Name .C hange Controversy
Millican Promises Help
To 'SUO' Dissenters
President Charles N. Millican
Tuesday pledged to "personally
call Board of Regents Chancellor
Robert Mautz and request a
delay in approval of FTU's
newly chosen name" if any
group on campus feels strong
enough to initiate such action.
"I will personally open the
door to any such request,"
Millican said, "but as for myself,
I have done all I can."
Florida's Cabinet will meet
Tuesday, and unless directed to
the contrary, will likely approve
the Regents' choice of State
University at Orlando (SUO).
"I have worked on this
problem substantially since
December 1965," said Millican,
"and I am through with
deliberation. If any group wants
to initiate a change I will see it
gets through the proper
channels, but this must be done
before the Cabinet meets next
Tuesday."
The statements came in a
special Tuesday meeting of
Mi 11 ic an's Administrative
Council, during which he.
explained his reactions to the
Florida Board of Regents' choice
of the name "State University at
Orlando."
In spite of his expressed
disappointment over failure of
the BOR to approve the f"llSt
choice (State University of
Florida • Orlando) Millican said,
"I suspect we will have less
problem with this than with
SUFO because it is not as

By Sharon Marek
clumsy. What we have to do is
t.ake the napie, live with it, use it
and do our dead level best to
make it work, and remember it
is still the same university."
In opposition to Millican,s
acceptance of the new name, Dr.
John R. Bolte, associate dean of
academic affairs, said, "Florida
seems to me to be an essential
part of any new name. State
University says nothing, and I
personally would like to
encourage the board to
reconsider."
Other comments come from
Dr. Gale Sperry, music
A

See Page 2 & 3 for related stories and
photos.
A

department chairman. "We have
had careful deliberations made
about the name change, and I
feel we should now get on with
business of building the
university so the name will mean
something. Frankly, I don't
think the name matters."
Dr. W. Rex Brown, vice
president for student affairs,
expressed the thought: "It's not
likely to be the last name we will
have. Time may change again,
and in spite of things I have
heard from patrons in the
community, I want to go to
work and accept the new name."
Dr. Frank Rhoter, athletic
director, quieted worries about
difficulties in sports over the
new name, saying, "It doesn't
make any difference on an

athletic jersey. In fact we now
have a completely unique name,
and there may be a distinct
advantage in that."

An apparent majority of the
members of FTU's four major
ru 1i n g b o·d i e s ( Student
Government Senate, Faculty
Senate, Staff Council and
Administrative Council)
communicated to President
Charles N. Millican yesterday
their displeasure with State ·
University at Orlando, the name
recently chosen by the Board of
Regents to replace FTU.
This was the
first time in
R

A

A
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Steve Adamick, student
government president,said it was
the choice he liked least. "We
did, however,_get rid of what we
did not want. We got a new
name ·that may cause new
problems, but no thing
insurmountable. To reopen the
issue might cause more
problems, and we might even
end up with a less desirable
name."
Several others in the meeting
commented on th_e desirability
of having Florida in the new
name, and ·others disliked the
idea of tying the university
down to the municipal
connotation with Orlando in the
title.
According to Millican, the
Regents chose SUO from a
priority list of three names
which included State University
of Florida -- Orlando, Florida
University at Orlando and State
University at Orlando. These
names were chosen from a list of
six submitted to the BOR,s
Facilities Committee by
Millican. This list included East
Florida University, State
University of Florida and
Florida University.

••

the history of the university
such a joint meeting was called,
according to C. B. Gambrell, vice
president for academic affairs.
All of the nearly 170
members present indicated by a
show of hands their feeling that
"the name FTU should be ·
replaced by something."
In response to this, Millican
warned those present "that if we
do go back to the BOR we have
substantially only two
alternativEts left -- either some
form of university of Central
Florida, or our old name."
The BO R is not likely to
reconsider either State
University of Florida -- Orlando
or Florida University at Orlando,
Millican explained.
Millican asked each of the
four bodies to meet between
yesterday and Monday, and "to
thrash the whole thing out.,,
Monday at 10 a.m. Millican will
meet with the representatives of
each group, and based on their
input, will make a decision
"about whether or not to ask
the State Cabinet to delay
approval of SUO."
If this is done, according to
Millican, the decision will be .
handed back to the BOR. ''Not
in a long, long time has the
Cabinet sitting as the Board of

Education overriden a . decision
of the BOR," he said.
Results of other votes called
for by Millican during the joint
meeting (with approximately
163 voting) were as follows:
(1) Those who still prefer
SUF-0, 83.
(2) Those who prefer
University of Central Florida
(UCF) or some variation, 88.
(3) Those who prefer UCF
over SUO, 113.
(4) Those opposed · to UCF
over SUO, 50.
. (5) Those who want Millican
to "run the risk". of sending the
decision back to the BOR for
reconsideration, 94.
. (6) Those opposed to sending
the issue back to the BOR, 62.
Millican further urged Student
Body President Steve Adamick
to "talk to as many thousand
students as possible" before
Monday and get their input.
, The Cabinet will meet and
decide on the issue Tuesday at
10 a.m. "I wiU personally take
the -vice presidents of the
university, the president of the
Faculty Senate, the president of
the student body and the
president of the Staff Council to
Tallahassee Tuesday if they wish
. (C~nnnued on Page 2)
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CARRIED SWIFTLY ON A NORTH WIND

CAME THE *PORCINE 'CRY ·... SUO !!

Big Brothers' Shaft
Zaps FTU Birthright
SHAFTED ... a word coined no doubt by some enterprising member
of the now generation . . .a word that communicates eloquently if
somewhat pointedly the feeling of one who has been zapped by the
powers that be ... probably the only word in the English language that
adequately describes the hatchet job done on this university by the
Florida Board of Regents in its blatantly political choice of FTU's new
name, State University.at Orlando ...

•

Reflecting on the feelings of our Presidents Millican and Adamic, it
is indeed true that we now have a name more suited to the purpose of
our university, ori'e that we can live with and one that may even grow
on us in time. But, it is also painfully true that in the choice of our new
name, the Regents deferred to the wishes of the two major universities
in the state. It is true that in the fact of dissent from the Regents
aligned with these two universities, Chancellor Robert Mautz declined
to express his preference for State University of Florida - Orlando, a
preference he had expressed in the past.

t1·1e1
IT IS ALSO true that Regent McGriff, from Gainesville, was the ..
only member . of the BOR Facilities Committee to vote against this
preferred name, SU FO, and that McGriff's dissenting comments during
Monday's BOR meeting were the comments that set the Regents against
the idea of adopting any name with the word "Fl.orida" in the title.

Yes, the name SUO is one we can live with, it is one we can build a
reputation with, one that is unique. What will be difficult to live with!
however, is the idea that FTU-SUO - ??? and the other smaller state
universities are fast becoming, in the eyes of the BOR, the bastard
stepchildren of the University of Florida and Florida State University.
The fact that these two universities are the favored children of the BOR
has been made abundantly clear. The very suggestion that FTU's name
change might be used to play on the "reputations" of these two
hallowed institutions was enough to strike fear in the collective Regent
heart

H~ll

THUS WERE SPAWNED ... THE NIGHTS
OF PIG AS US!!
*LOOK THAT UP

IN VOUR MERRIAM-WE8STER !

Adamick Predicts
SG Senate Action

Sentiment against FTU's new
name, State University at
Orlando, in the Student
FTU has its own reputation, one in many ways less sull_ied than the
teputations
these Other two. We do not need or want ·to. draw on Governmeht Senate may result
anyone's el~e'$ . reputation. What we do need. and ~want is recognition Qn-· in legislation calling for
ttie part ·of Regents that the university is not ··a··second:crass citizen in reconsideration by the Florida
the world of education, but a first-class member of the system of higher Board of Regents, Steve
Adamick, student government
education in Florida.
president predicted this week.
. "Nothing will have come up
this week," Adamick said,
IT IS REGRETTABLE that FTU's name change, one that will affect "because the decision came after
the future of the university, had to come under a pall of political the deadline for presentation of
pandering. If this is to be the continued and future trend of the BOR, new legislation to the senate.
then perhaps we are indeed better off with a name that in no way
"It is probably better this
reflects our association with the system.
way," · Adamick continued,
"they need to spend time on
whatever they want."
As bastard children we should accept the name we have been given~
Adamick pledged his
accept it, live with it and make the best of it. As 'legitimate members of intention to help the senate or
the education system, however, it is our right to demand a better shake anyone else who wants a move
in 'the future. "!le might even iook forward to giving someone else the
SHAFT... someday ...

of

for reconsideration by the
board. "I myself will not take
any action, but I will not veto a
senate action. It is the senate's
right to express an opinion."
Adamick said he was not
certain action by the SG Senate
would influence the BOR, and
expressed the concern that such .
a move "might even cause more
trouble than it would be worth."
"With the new name, if the
university does a good job
academicaUy, and does a good
recruiting job, it will continue to
grow, and the name will come to
be respected. By the same token,
if the university does not do a
good job, the name will mean
nothing," Adamick said

.C hange Reactions Vary
Monday's announcer11ent of
the name that th~ Florida Board
of Regents had chosen to replace
FTU caused much discusion on
campus.
To estimate students'
reactions to the name State
University at Orlando (SUO) and
the name change in general, a
FuTUre reporter informally
polled several persons on
campus. As expected, opinions
varied tremendously. The
following are samples of student
reactions.
"I'm in favor of changing the
name, but I don't like the name
the BOR chose. It seems logical
to have the name Florida in the
school's name. I prefer Central
F1orida University." -- Mike
Crites, junior, Humanities and
Fine Arts.
"I don't like it. It seems·like
they could have made a better
choice. SUO leaves you feeling
'What State?' "
Mitch
Summerlin, jµnior, Humanities
and Fine Arts.
"I like it better than FTU. I
have no objection to the new
name." -- Cindy Thompson,
senior, Education.

By Pete Reynolds
technological university, the
"SUO isn't in keeping with
any patt~rn. A logical name
name should be changed" -would be University of· Central
Terry Story, freshman,
F1orida, which would be in
Humanities and Fine Arts.
keeping with the Universities of
"I don't like the change at all.
It makes rings and diplomas sort
North, West and South Florida."
of worthless." -- Chris Wilson,
-- "Teeth" Shyburg, sophomore,
alum us.
Business Administration.
"Sounds Blah. Sounds like
"I dislike SU 0. I am much in
another incorporated school.
William
favor of FTU."
Babbitt, senior, Social Science.
Dumb name. I want the name
· "It (SUO) will not give a false
changed but to something more
suitable to area" - Mike Riley,
impression anymore. I prefer
freshman, Humanities and Fine
CFU, but at least it is changed
Arts.
now." -- Tom Cook, sophomore,
"I think it's a dumb name.
Natural Sciences.
"I think the cQ.ange is too like
Sounds like a small-time college.
th'e fact that the administration
Doesn't really say anything.
wants to ignore its responsibility
Maybe we ought to name the
to give the school a good
school Magic Kingdom U. or
Mickey Mouse College. Since we
reputation." -- Donavan DeWolfe
are living in the era of Mickey
Jr .• senior, social Science.
"I don't like it at all. The
Mouse, we ought to go along.
Seriously, I like the name
name should remain FTU." -·
Dee Dee Moren, freshman,
Central Florida State U." -- Ike
Social Science.
Spinos, sophomore, Natural
"What universjty?" -- Dale
Sciences.
Higgins, · junior, Social Science.
"It stinks!"-Bernard Simon,
"It stinks! FTU is 20 times
fresh m a .p_,
B,usi ness
better." - Eleonore Hernandez,
Administration.
Mike Hall and Tom Brobeil
junior, Humanities and Fine
Arts.
gave unprintable answers.
"Since the school is not a
The "principle behind the

change is good, but if you are
going to have a c~ange, then
make it an improvement. The
new name is very weak." - Beth
Weilenman, alumna.

·Joint Meeting
(Contir_-U!~ from P• 1)

to attend the meeting," Millican
said
According to Millican, Floyd
Christian, education
commissioner, has opened the
meeting to "any FTU students
who wish to be heard on the
matter."

The thing that hatfl been,
t is that which shall be; and
that which is done is that
which shall be done: and
there is no new thing under
the sun.
1

Ecclesiastes 1 : 9
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BOR Yanks Name
Out Of Grab Bag

SOMEONE REALLY got into the spirit of the name change Monday
night and draped this welcome sign at the university entrance. (Photo by
Craig Powell)

Details. Released
On Name Survey
Details concerning an opinion
poll in which 48 per cent of the
respondents opposed any name
change for FTU were obtained
this week after Student
Government Vice President Lee
Constantine and student John
McCann conducted further
computer analyses of their
survey data.
The survey was conducted
late last quarter by asking every
10th student leaving advance
registrat.ion to fill out a
questionnaire containing several
dozen questions about FTU,
including one asking what the
student thought a possible name
· change for the university.
Constantine stress~d the
survey was conducted weeks
before any discussion of actually
changing the name came to

- :;

public notice. He · added the
results of the survey represented
what was the "virgin opinion" of
the student body with respect to
a name change.
The survey indicated that 48
per cent of the students
surveyed were against a change,
33 per cent were neutral or
undecided and 20 per cent
favored such a change. Of the 48
per cent opposed, 37 per cent
responded to the name cMnge
question with "strongly
. disagree."
Seniors tended to favor a
change somewhat, whereas
sophomores as a whole were
opposed to the idea.
Juniors in the College of
Engineering fiercely opposed the
change, and freshmen in the
College of Social Sciences were
most "in favor of a name change.

bf\ .;·
~nUT..; '

CHARLES MICARELLI, dean of the College of Humanities and Fine
Arts, comments on the name change during yesterday's assembly.
Micarelli was one of those who favored retaining State University at
Orlando. (Photo by Ed Burton)

!

The Florida Board of Regents
reached into its grab bag
Monday and pulled out a name
for FTU.
State University at Orlando
was, according to FTU President
Charles N. Millican, a surprise
choice. "Deep down I had a gut
feeling that Florida University at
Orlando and State University at
Orlando would not be adopted
because of possible conflict with
the two major universities,'' said
Millican.
The name change for FTU is
still unofficial and awaits
approval by the Florida Cabinet
acting as the State Board of
Education.
An eyewitness at the meeting,
Student Government President
Steve Adamick said, "I suppose
the feeling by the board was that
they didn't want a new name
that would conflict with the
University of Florida or Florida
State University."
A damick said, "I am
extremely disappointed; instead
of a name change just for the
good of the university, and
therefore for the good of the
system, the board's decision
appeared to be just politics."
Even Regent Fred Parker,
head of the committe~ studying
the change, favored
name
State Univer;:, y of
Florida-Orlando over the other
two proposed names. He said the
name would best identify FTU
as a state university.
Parker explained in his report
to the board that many other
names seemed logical, ~ !:mt they
had not been considered for
various reasons.
For example, the name
University of Central Florida
was not proposed because a
defu net institution formerly
under that name still exists as a ·
corporate body.
Regent Mrs. E. D. Pearce said
she felt Florida Central
University would still be the
most logical choice because it
would only change one letter in
FTU.
Regent MarshaU Criser
quipped it would be nice ·if the
board could come up with a
name that would accurately
reflect the actual location of a
university for a change. .
Criser was · refer.ring to. ,. tl~e
fact that the University of South
Florida is really located in
western Florida--at Tampa.
President Millican · said
Tuesday in an Administrative
Council meeting that recruiters
at USF best justify the school's
name by the fact that the
university is south of
Tallahassee.
Regent Chester Ferguson
disagreed with the name State
University at Orlando. He said
he did not want to see FTU's
new name localized and saw the
use of Orlando as being
undesirable.
"It would take a long time to
localize the names of the other
state universities because of the
pride that has grown from their
individual distinctions," said
Ferguson.
Ferguson agreed FTU was a
misnomer, a result of thinking
that FTU might someday
become a sourthern MIT. He felt
the change should · be to State
University or State University of
Florida.
·
Regent D. Burke Kibler ·s'a}(l
he ·,. vi-oultP1i-sup.pot1! 1 V;. st1ate
UnivetSity uai Orlander Huf )1"h 1
pref erred Flor1fflf 7.t: Ceh.ttill
University.
At this point of discussion,
Millican was asked to comment

By David Foster
by Chancellor Robert Mautz'.
Florida-Orlando. Three regents
Millican told them he had spent
favored the name, six opposed
it.
.
every waking moment since the
last BOR meeting thinking of
The board then voted on the
· name State University at
the name change.
He respectfully disagreed
Orlarido and seven of the nine
with the prefer~nce stated by
Regents favored this.
several Regents for Florida
Central University because of
the legal and reputation
Campus Glances
problems that would develop .
with the now defunct University
of Central Florida.
Millican quipped that one
JAYCEES
AWARDS
.
.
FTU student suggested the name
Florida Tinkerbelle University.
Two FTU professors were
recently honored by the Orlando
Millican said he did not desire
Jaycees at their 14th annual
the possibility of a new name
awards banquet.
causing any mistaken identity
Dr. Martin Wanielista,
for FTU with the two major
associate . professor of civil
universities and thus ride on
engineering and Dr. Douglas
their reputations. Millican said,
"We prefer to build on our own
Brumbaugh, associate professor
reputation and continue to do , of secondary education, were
rec o g n.i z e d for their
so."
·contributions to the community.
Millican concluded his
Wanielista received the
comments by saying that he
distinguished service award for
could live and work with any of
his work in cleaning up Lake
the three proposed names being
Eola and Brumbaugh was
considered by the board.
recognized as the outstanding
The board then voted on the
young educator.
name State University of

CONSTRUCTION OF Pablo Picas~o's sculpture, . "Bust of a
Woman'', for the campus of tqe Univer~ity of South Florida was
unanimously approved Monday by the Board of Regents. ·
The pou,~~.d-~~~c-~ete stru<:pire, the ~~g,~st such work 1y( ~t ~- 1t}i~
wo'tll'.i, _wiµ t~,w'~! · l~O ~~et ab~ve ,t he T;aIJlPrf £~pus, -:VQ~~ Cf?ffil?}~fed.
us~ ~ ~r tiidett.t ·ct~iJ·i _Mac~ef! told the ~egents tblat~ -~91w;mi,mfY
1
Jei3er~ in· t;lie Ltitibp~;'!.:B~y, ar~a have {)ffer~P th'ir
secy.ff:es1 'af!d orily
privat"e'fiiri'ds w({UJB be used. '• c
·
. 1• •
••
'
_
"This construction will be a landmark and monument to a great
artist," Fred Parker, of the BOR, Said.
··
' ·
' '
Picasso died Sunday at the age of 91.
J

'
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FTU's New Name
Likened To Hog Call
Editor:

Well, friend, I'm not ashamed
of us, but if we as a student
body just stand by and let them
pull something like this on us
without making a p-eep about it,
then we're already met what
seem
to be the prime
requirements to be regents--no
sense of humor and poor taste!
Remember Elizabeth
Kovachevich?

It's not that I protest the
name change--! consider that
there were a dozen more
appropriate names for Florida
Technological University than
:' Florida Tech, etc." But that's
Henry Smi
fu e point.
Bill Powers
Do you realize we have
fra ded the initials FTU, a fairly
i:lnpronounceable combination,
fior SUO--a ringer for a hog call,
if nothing else? h preposterous
as University of Florida at
Orlando's UFO looks, it would
Editor:
have been an improvement.
Furthermore, State
I recently received a letter
University at Orlando totally
from a friend of mine, and I
ignores WHICH state. There are
thought you might be interested
Orlandos in Oklahoma and West
in hearfrig what he had to say.
Virginia, as well as in the
It seems that he had recently
Sunshine State. And simply
graduated from high .school in
because we think ·we're th(l
anotber state .and had applied to
best-known Orlando, since we
FTU' for ·admission as ·a
may . be the larg~st, let. ·us
freshman. He . never he31d fr?m
remember that ,many col\ege
FTU but he .dia get a letter pf
towns are small, indicating that
acceptance from the State
persons outside the state may
University at O~fand'o.
yet fail to associate "Orlando" .
He ·c ouldn't remember
with Florida's university system. · · applying,r but tleing r.ather rich
And . take the case of the
and not too bright, he thought
university newspaper. The
that since he_wa,s accepted there,
"FuTUre" as a title is obsolete
he'd better accept it and so
(since it promoted ·"FTU") , resplved to find out ~ust where it
should the name be accepted by
wa's he was going to attend
the Cabinet. Substituting the
schcol.
new initials, the paper might be
Knowing that the only
called SuUOre, which may be
u_niversity iJl Orlando~ Florida,
pronounced "s'ewe.P?'' "sour !.J or ~ Was . FTtr he got out his handy
"sorry," as· in~ "Yqrif1t~~: -:·Ji ·.. desk referJnce book and the first
To the students who object
Orfando he found was in Spain.
to the possibility of being
Not finding this too unusual, he
SUOers, the Florida Cabinet ' got his passport and shots and
must accept the name if it is to
flew to Spain to try and find an
become the official monicker of ., ·ap~meqt. ·He finally ·rented
1
th,e t\IDi.V1.eraitY -ff'Ja _ iK-member
apa1'VrrlM1h:" Dt'.rtnMiiidWt rfind the ·.e
cibinet is loca"ted in the Capitol
school. Giving up and feel in~
Eyilllm!L !~!J. ~.a.l}<1P,assee, and
r~th~t-fl'4?~r~t~<'- I:>.ft~:l~~<f.~~9.~t.~ 3
won~L.meet ...untiLthis-..Tuesday . .. his- -a.dm1ssrnn- · ·<iep0s1t~ · he · •
Keep those cards and ietters
returned' to America and again
coming in.
consulted ·his reference book.
Finding Orlando, Oklahoma,
DBW
listed ther.e,. he 'boughVa car and
... ....
Class of.1972
r ~
set out for the Sooner State. Not
I~
._~
. being too quick on the uptake,
he again rented an apartment
pared ~. f'
and again couldn~t find the
college.
After losing another deposit
he again returned home, this
time a little disgusted. The
Editor:
reference book came out again,
and this time he found Orlando,
State University at Orlando?
West Virginia.
What is this, an Andy Hardy
Having learned his lesson,
movie?
finally, he tried to find the
"Where ya goin' to schooi,
college. before he rented an
kid?"
apartment. Again, he met with
"Oh, I go to State, sir!"
no luck and, in desperation
"State? State what? And
because he was beginning to be a
where? Orlando or Spain or
little afraid that he wasn't going
Mongolia or Chad or Burundi or
to be able to find his college, he
what?"
called me for help.
Hey, this name change sounds
I explained the situation to
like a poorly written script from
him and he is now driving down.
a Doris Day-Rock Hudson
The story of what really
tear-jerker. Are we trying to
happened is not very well known
keep it a secret that this school
so I'd better tell you.
is in Florida? With the name
It seems that the Board of
FTU at least everyone knew
Regents . got mad at us because
what state we are in. Now they
the Reflecting Pond was dirty
know it's not a trade
and we, as a technological
school. .. but State University?
school, didn't know how to get
C'mon, they only use names like
it clean. The BOR put an ad in
that on TV, you know, Ozzie
the paper offering the university
and Harriet, My Three Sons, that
to the highest bidder.
sort of thing.
Alaska made the highest bid
What happened to the names
and we are now owned by that
that were suggested that made a
state. It seems that AlaSka has
little sense, like Florida Central
University or State University of
been having an overpopulation
Florida at Orlando or . even
problem with penguins, and
Bithlo State makes more sense
some of the students there were
than what they're trying to push
complaining about having to
on us now. At Orlando? Unless
share dorm space with the little
things have changed since the last
birds (they are really quite
time I checked, we're about 12
messy).
miles away from that "City
Feeling that having a
university in another state
Beautiful!"
should satisfy their dissidents,
I think somebody must be
trying to play a joke on us,
they bought FTU. They also
right? Who are those guys
thought that having an Alaskan
school with the nam'e Florida
anyway? The Board of Regents
would be inappropriate, and
or the Board of Rejects? You ' d
figuring that naming it after
think they were ashamed of us
Alaska would only confuse some
or someth ing--or are they?

Bickerstaff Sticks
BOR- Name Change

a*

.
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SUO Com
To Andy Hardy .

of the slower students, they
decided to name it State
University at Orlando, feeling
that name innocuous enough to
not offend anyone. You must
admit that the name Is quite
innocuous.

simply remind them that one of
the finest schools of
communications in .America is at
Georgia Tech. And I haven't
heard anyone crying to change
the name of that time-honored
institution.

Isaac Bickerstaff Jr.

Roger Pynn

P.S.: I was extremely in favor
of the name change, but I must
say that what the BOR did to a
potentially good thing verges on
the ridiculous. If the name
passes, and hopefully the
members of the Cabinet and the
Legislature have acquired more
than the third-grade education
of the BOR and will reject the
name, we will have the only
school in the state university
system that doesn't have Florida
in its name. Maybe we can all go
out and buy some of those
pennants that have "State"
written on them like you always
see in cartoons and "Beach
~arty" movies.

Theatre .Ticket Policy
Needs Reworking

although in fact it did not begin
until 8:50? If they started selling
reserved tickets at 8: 15, why
didn't the play start on time?
As a full-time student whose
activity fees are used to put on
these productions, I feel I was
rudely inconvenienced along
with others and have no
immediate desire to see any
more theatre productions. I
intend to tell others (who might
pay to come} not to bother, for
they will probably just be turned
away.

An open letter to the theatre
A concerned student
department:
After arriving at the Science
Auditorium Saturday night at
8:20, I was told my reservations
had been sold, 8: 15 being the
deadline to pick the tickets
up--but no one told me.
Editor:
The problem, as I see it, is
orie of communication. When I
made my reservations I was not
May I suggest you have
told of any deadline: "Name?"
someone do an 1ndepth
"Night?" And then, "Get out of
investigation on the theatre
here, kid, I've got work to do."
department's personnel? In
May I suggest that a standard
reference to the way they.
operating procedure be
handled the tickets for the play
established? The tickets should
held in th e Science
be picked- up 24 hours in
Auditorium... one big fat mess!
advance .to eliminate. any last
Even more disgusting than
minute confusion, then a house
the fact these people are rude, is
Editor:
count should be taken to sell
the fact they promise you will
those open seats.
be able to get your seat if you
~ ·There is an issue underlying ., :_ Upon""' jnquidbg 1lbout the
come in at their convenience (no
the present debate of our
possibility ' of tne . performance - matter that you have to stand
peQding name change that must
being held over, I was given a
for hours to meet their
be brought to light. Whether
line that amounted to the fact
convenience) and then when you
such a change is needed is not
that the blame lay sol~ly on ·my
get up to their table, they have
the matter for aiscussion.
~. shoulders. . ··
. . . · no record ·that you made
; Our present . : difemma sho~ld
" To the lady who 'complained
'reservations.
b~ the question of honesty on
loud and long, and in turn got
After I told them it was their
th~ part of the Florida Board of
free tickets and sympathy,
mistake and they should let me
~egents. Very simply, the
congratulations. To the other
in because I did exactly what I
selection of a name for this
tuition-paying students of State
was told, they wouldn't believe
unversity was a political
University at Orlando: Go away,
me and packed me out of the
maneuver that satisfied the egos
kid, you bother ~e.
door. I don't think I'll bother t.o
of_,a few members of the board
fight to see any more of the
~~ proving their p~wer~ as ~ Edward Burton
·~ _ .
l?!~ys . on, C8,!Il...PUS. I'll just wait
supporters of Floridi''S Jarge ·.. •.~ 1... "'! ·-=~::- ,':'-"' ,.
. .·. ;~ ·~:'.,: :t~ *~l -ins - d?es it; they
tinhrersities as opposed~ !thos¢. ·
·~
~
app~c1ate my busmess!
who would actually build a
110
U •
Sincerely,
system for higher education in
this suffering state.
Ent~rtainment' L.E.J.
The battle is not between the
Edito.r: . ..·:·
names Florida Tech, State
University at Orlando or any
I would like to ·take this
other symbol. Rather, the fight
is between those who care solely .. op,portur:iity to thank the theatre
department and the entire cast
for the University of Florida and
and crew· of "How To Succeed
Florida State University and
Editor:
In Business Without Really
who, quite openly, couldn't give
I want to add another voice
a damn· about this fledgling - Trying" for .providing the..
Orlando area with four nights of
to the long list of food service
campus in Orlando.
superb entertainment.
complaints. My disgruntlement
It is no secret that Chancellor
After seeing the show on
is not over tasteless, greasy,
Robert Mautz would like this
state to adopt the system used . opening night IreturnedSaturday
starchy food That is bad
for another hilariously enjoyable
for naming California's colleges.
enough, but the snack bar has
performance. I am pleased that
We would then have the
really outdone itself thi.s time.
former POW Maj. Glendon
Universities of Florida at
It was my misfortune to be at
Perkins was fortunate enough to
Tallahassee, Gainesville,
the FTU snack bar between
see the excellent product of the
Orlando, Tampa, etc., instead of
winter and spring quarters. In
FTU theatre. I am sure that I am
the scattered names we now use.
the half hour that I was there,
not alone when I say, "Bravo,
The deeper question here is
one person got a hamburger that
job well done."
how our rather white Board of
was decorated with beautiful
Regents with its token black wilJ
green mold and two persons got
Sincerely,
effect the death of Florida A&M
soured chocolate milk (the
Rick LaVelle
University, the predominantly
expiration date stamped on the
and traditionally black
cartons was March 9, but it was
university in Tallahassee.
still being served on March 19.)
Could they perhaps call it the
There is no telling what else
Black University of Florida at
I might have seen if I had stayed
Tallahassee to distinguish two
a while longer; but the nausea
campuses in that city?
was too overwhelming.
Editor:
What Floridians need to ask
themselves is why we even have
Jessica Stafferbick
a Board of Regents. Remember
I am completely dismayed at
the rather rude and
Elizabeth Kovachevich? We have
seen for several years that this
unprofessional manner in which
body has very little to do with
the theatre department handled
its time.
reservations and ticket sales for
Why not leave the business of
"How To Succeed." Perhaps.
Editor:
education-which, by the way, is
they should recruit some
terribly deficient in this state--to
business majors, as members in
During the quarter break,
the theatre department seem too
the Florida Board of Education,
someone very thoughtfully
our elected Florida Cabinet.
incompetnt to remember to put
painted bright new white lines in
The Board of Regents is
a student's name down who
the parking lots, presumably to
removed one step farther from
took the trouble to call for a
make it easier for us to see our
the people and therefore relieves
reservation and arrive early.
parking spaces. Well, as usual, .
a great deal of public
I know of others who also
there appears to be an ulterior
responsibility from the shoulders
made reservations, only to be
motive. Each space is a good
of the Regents.
told upon arriving that their
fifteen inches narrower than
I for one will be glad to have
reservations were sold after
before. I am sure this must have
8:15.
been graduated from Florida
something to do with the rash of
Tech.nological University. If
Why were these - people
parking tickets for line
someone questions my degree in
turned away when they came to
violations.
the door at 8: 20 and the play
jouranlism because I attended a
was not to start until 8: 30,
"technological" university, I will
JS

Investigation Needed
Of Theatre Dept.

BQR Deci"si"on

Political Maneuver

an

'How.. :'· 1': Succe·e:l' .. .(.

'Super

Snack Bar Patron
Registers Complaint

Reader Dismayed
By Ticket Policy

New· White Lines:
Trap For Parkers?
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Commission Publishes -Warning On Tenure
By Melanie Farley

"Academic freedom and
tenure exist," states the Florida
Board of Regents Manual, "in
order that society may have the
benefit of honest judgment and
independent criticism which
might otherwise be withheld
because of fear of offending a
social group or attitude."
But after ayear-longstudy the
Commission on Academic
Tenure in Higher Education has

I

warned an excessive number of
tenured faculty members may
suppress a· college or university's ·
ability to inject "new blood"
into its system.
Tenure is a guarantee of
annual reappointment for
faculty members until they
retire or are removed for
adequate cause.
Presently, FTU is governed
by a Board. of Regents policv

which applies to all state
quality and educational
universities. Under the ruling, a
excellence," it pointed out that
professor holding the "terminal
the relative youth of most
degree for his field" may, after
faculty members would make
five years of service, be
tenures increasingly harder to
nominated for tenure by the
come by sin~e the retirement
president. The nomination is
rate would leave fewer openings.
then reviewed by the chancellor
The age of retirement
- throughout the university
and approved by the BOR.
Al though the commission
system is 65.
The number of FTU faculty
agreed tenure was an effective
members presently tenured
means of "assuring faculty
include the deans of colleges and
full professors, but the Office of
Academic Affairs does not know
the exact proportion of tenured
faculty to nontenured faculty.
The nomination of a
professor for tenure in the
university system. brings into
consideration both his
qualifications and, if his duties
include teaching, the quality of
his teaching.
"Nomination of a faculty
member shall signify · the
president's satisfaction that a
high degree of competence has
been demonstrated and

continued employment will
serve the best interests of the
institution," the manual reads.
Even with requirements such.
as these, the study revealed
"nearly 50 per cent of the
members of the instructional
and research staffs of American
universities hold tenure
appointments."
To alleviate the future
problem of excessive granting of
tenure, the study recommended
the development of "attractive
options" for early retirement;
policies determining the
proportion of faculty to be
tenured, or reduced service that
would enable those who wish to
do so, to leave their tenured
positions before retirement age.
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THE VILLAGE CENTER PRESENTS: .

NORMAN. BAKER
speaking on

POLLUTION PHFIGHTERS.
Avoid
contain~g

using compounds.
lead, mercury or

arsenic.
Accept produce with minor
blemishes caused by insects.

"The Epic Voyages
of the RA''
witll a slide presentation

.'IUESDA~,

7130 pin
'

'

"Specializing in Mediterranean Cuisine" .

.SCAUD •FREE

Famous Greek Salads and Pastries
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR LUNCH A.ND DINNER
7900 E. Colonial Drive - Phone 477-2881
\

GOVI!,·~ ·

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

~4
~ SUBSIDIZES DISCOUNT
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.
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TICKETS TO THESE
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THEATRES:

~~

.

<'6110102.\C.~\

SUBURBAN DRIYE•IN
($1.50 tickets for$ .75)_

FLORIDA s ·T ATE
($2.00 tickets for$ .75)

t

~
VCAR

20TH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS .. THE FRENCH CONNECTION'. A PHILIP D'ANTONI PRODUCTION sm,,.c GENE HACKMAN
FERNANDO REY ROY SCHEIDER TONY LO BIANCO MARCEL BOZZUFFI 01•1c1coe• WILLIAM FRIEDKIN
•1100Uc10., PHILIP D'ANTDNI ASSOCIATI l'OOOIJC!• KENNETH UTT urcu11v1 ••DD11C1• G.nAv10 SCHINE sc•HNPI-'• e• ERNEST TIDYMAN

~;~~-;;~;~;~BYOELUXP

TONlGHT AND TOMORROW
EVENlNGS AT 8:30

t

WOMETCO.
($2.00 tickets for $1.00)

BEST ACTOR

~

TICKEJS AVAILABLE

.50

CROOM 203

9am - 2:45pm

.

'Turn In A Pusher' Program Nets
3,200 Calls During First Year

Campus
~

By Mark Zimmerman

Glan(es

A telephone rings. A young
woman answers and immediately
responds, "TIP, please don't tell
me your name."
·
TIP (Turn In a Pusher) is a
program sponsored by the
Orlaado Chamber of Commerce
and financed by donations from
area businessmen, to stop the
trafficking of haid drugs in the
Central Florida area.
According to Charles Snapp,
head of the TIP Committee, the
program is very successful and
has resulted in 3,200 phone calls
during its first year of operation
(which ended January 24).
"When someone calls up we
have a set of questions that must

CANDIDACY DEADLINE
Today is the last day for
students to declare their
intentions to run for offices
o f Student Government
p r esident and vice
president. Sign-up is in VC
216 and deadline for
declaration is 4 p.m. today.

H ome
Loans
Available
e ligibili t y for Ve t erans
Adm inistration guaranteed home
loans in certain instances.
The basic qualificatio n is that
the veteran's home was sold for
compell ing reasons and VA was
release d from all liability.
Release from liability is usually
accomplished when the home is
sold with new finanCing.
G.uaranteed horri~ 'loans from
the VA are avai1able to veterans
and servic'emen with at least 90
days of active duty during World
War !I and the Korean conflivt,
.pr .. at, leas\ 181 1• d~~:·· 'i-~:: ~:e
1Viefn~m era. ""El 1gib e W_1 oVIS
~Wives

be answered as fully as possible.
This is to help eliminate the
imposters that call up, but we
have had only 300 prank cans in
the past year," said Snapp.
"The Ca11s vary in number
per week, but they are more
frequent when there is more
publicity out on the program.
The program is concerned only
with sellers of hard drugs and
doesn't pay much attention to
marijuana users," added Snapp.
Snapp continued, "after finding
out if the call is real or not we
then send the information over
to the law enforcement agency
in the jurisdiction of the suspect
and we let them handle the case
from then on. The only other
thing we do is l!ive a reward for

any arrests and an extra bonus if
the suspect is convicted So far
we have had 250 arrests and
seven convictions."
Snapp said he wants to assure
the public that, when called, the

organization will give the person
a code name and everything is
done in the strictest confidence.
For anyone who needs to call
TIP, the number is 841-DRUG.

McMILLA;N
1

FU:RN.•i"RE CITlf:S

It is now possible to restore

i
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7309 E. Colonial Dr. - Ph. 277-4 745
5850 So. Orange Bl. Tr. - Ph 855-6545

,

9/ servi~

~fig.,.are· -~~-; ~17
of'prisoners of ""
~

nilssing in adio
war for more than 90 days are
also entitl ed to benefits.
Rea.so ns for disposal of
property include transfer of
employ ment fmm one locality
to an other by the employer,
destruction of home by fire or
nat'ural hazard, and voluntary ·
change of employment to
anoth er locality offering more
income and opportunity · for
advancement.
Furth er information may be
obtained from the local VA
of fice.

Spain Tour
Scheduled
For .Summer
An eight-week summer tour
of Spain offered by J<'TU will
provide the opportunity for
students to earn as much as 16
quarter hours of credit while
studying Spanish and native
culture.
The 408-year old Universify
of Oviedo in Spain and FTU
are coordinating a program
which will provide courses in
language, Spanish theatre and
music and field trips to historical
points of interest.
One purpose of the tour is to
expose students to the cultures
found in northern Spain at
Oviedo, and to those found in
the south at Seville.
Students not majoring in
Spanish, who wish to make the
trip for research in their own
fields, m.1y contact Dr. Armando
Payas, FTU associate professor
of foreig n languages, who will be
conducti 1g the tour.
The <eadline for appHcationis April 26. A June .28' igllr ta
Mad id will begin the tour.
P iyas noted teachers -: and
lan guag e study majors are
incl ded in the group.
Information is avail"?, ~
~') •T·~

'"

. P~~S_ENJ' THIS. ~_P._ ~OR THE LISTED DISCOUNTS.
SIZE

TYPE

560 15

(VW tires) Black Tubeless Marathon

PRICE*

$16.95*
E7814
2-Stripe White Wall Cushion Belt
f~r $100*
F7814
2-Stripe White Wall Cushion Belt
f~r $100*
G7814
2-Stripe White Wall Cushion Belt
t~r $11 O*
- -----·- -- -- ·--- - - - - -·
- - - - -G7815
2-Stripe White Wall Cushion Belt
f~r _
$11 O*
--------H7814
2-Stripe White Wall Cushion Belt
f~r $11 O*
----H7815
2-Stripe White Wall Cushion Belt
___ ____ ______ t~r $11 O*
__:~

70015

Rib "Hi-Miler " tube type (truck tires)

~7.15*

"PLUS FEDERAL EXCISE TAX

DON'T MISS THESE BONUS BARGAINS:
FREE!
10% OFF
1 GAL.
Dynamic Wheel Balance
Nat'I Advertised Price
Approved Gas Cans
With Purchase of 2 or
Goodyear Batteries
W/Spout
_• 79
More Tires
.l~ SHOCKS
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Dance Caps Fourth Annual
Greek .W eek Festivities
By Michelle McBurney

TRYOUTS ARE under way for the Village Center's production of
"Little Me," which opens May 10 in the VC Assembly Room. (Photo by
Mike Johnston)

·Bio Chapter Forms
The Sigma Iota Chapter of
ceremonies, and the succeeding
the Beta Beta Beta Biological
banquet to be held at the
Honor Society will hold its
Ramanda Inn, will cap months
installation ceremonies May 10, _ of effort to obtain national
according to Dr. Henry Whittier,
recognition and affiliation for
the organization's sponsor.
the FTU Biology Club. Its
Students interested in
avowed goals are "the
membership may obtain the
supporting and encouraging of
required forms at the biology
high academic standards and the
department offices in the
promotion of interest in
Science Building.
biological sciences."
Whittier explained charter
Whittier pointed with pride
memberships are open to
to the serious work done by club
biology majors, above second
members in the past. "They've
term sophomore standing, who
put an awful lot of time and
hold a 3.0 GP A after completion
effort i n th e b i o logy
of at least one advanced and two
department's greenhouse," he
introductory level biology
said.
courses.
Whittier added the club also
Active (voting) memberships
provides tutoring services and
are also open to students in
contributed a major segment to
biology education, inhalation
the recently finished study of
therapy and chemistry-biology
the Big and Little Econ Rivers.
majors.
That study, Whittier feels, is a
All other students interested
prime example of the relevant
in the life sciences may apply for
and meaningful work carried on
an associate membership.
by Biology Club members.
Fees for charter members are
$12 for national and local dues,
POLLUTION PHFIGHTERS
while associate membership fees
'furn off your car's ignition
are $7.
when you wait for passengers or
Whittier said the May 10
trains.

A week full of games, parties
and contests wilJ end tomorrow
night when FTU's Greeks hold
their fourth annual Greek Week
Dance.
.
Greek Week activities this
past week included a slave
auction, Greek yell, softball
games and a scavenger hunt.
The highest bid at the slave
auction Tuesday was made for
the president of Tau Kappa
Epsilon fraternity, Gary Hall,
who was "sold" for $8.25.
Second highest bid was $8 for
Tri Delta pledge Nanci Laurrel1,
and what was considered "one
of the best package deals" of the
event was when Zeta Tau Alpha
members Marsha Hall, Linda
Falgione and Penny Deen were
sold for $11.
"We estimate some where
between $75 and $80 was made
at the slave auction," said Joe
Hart, Greek Week chairman.
A Greek orgy and bonfire

The Young Democrats clubs
at FTU and Seminole Junior
College are currently sponsoring
a petition to be sent to the state
legislature to inform them the
people of Central Florida are in
favor of passing House Bill No.
117, which would give majority
rights to 18 to 20-year-old
residents of Florida.
The bil1 would give persons in
that age group the right to own
property, make contracts, sue
and be sued, sit on juries, be
tried by a jury of their peers and
all the other rights of adults.
Howard O'Neal, president of
the SJC chapter, says, "These
people now have the right to
vote and die for their country,
and it only makes sense that
they should have the other rights
of adulthood."
The petition has been quite
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A party at the C-Bar Ranch at
8 p.m. w:ill culminate the week's
events and will feature hay rides
and free refreshments.
A Greek toga is suggested as
proper dress for the dance and
ente~inment will be provided
by "Myth."
All Greek awards will be
given at the party tomorrow
night. Some of the trophies will
be given to the "Best Looking
Toga," "Most Enthusiastic
Participating Greek
Organization" and winners of
the chariot and tricycle races.

favorably received by the
residents of Central Florida, and
several hundred signatures were
received at a booth that was set
up in the Winter Park Mall last
Saturday.
Another petition drive is

scheduled for tomorrow, and
anyone from FTU seeking
information may contact Dale
Higgins, ext. 4583 or Pete
Reynolds, ext. 2212, president
·and vice president of FTU's
chapter, for details.
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Development Larry Matthews.
Ch a riot races will begin
tomorrow's events at 10 a.m.
Other contests tomo~ow will be
a tricycle race, egg toss, softball
finals, water balloon toss, sack
race, tug of war, sleeping bag
contest, spider race, three-legged
race, pie eating contest and an
ice race.

Young Demos Sponsor Petition

·*-**********************************4
'* World's Most Complete Hi-Fi Electronics Center
i
Discrete 4-Channel

were held Tuesday night at the
pool and featured free hot dogs,
Cokes, baked beans and
marshmallows.
The Greeks have issued a
warning that at 3 p.m. today
they will be parading down the
sidewalks of the university in
their decorated Volkswagens.
The Greek Volkswagen
parade will begin in the parking
lot behind the Library Building
and end in front of the Physical
Education Building, where they
plan to stuff as many members
of each Greek organization as
possible into one Volkswagen.
Greek Sing at 7 p.m. in the
Multi Purpose Room will end
today's events. Judges for the
Greek Sing wiJl be Dean of Men
Paul R. McQuilkin, Dean of
Women Carol Wilson, music
professors Richard Schoenbohm
and Horace Boyer, sorority ·
counselor Lynda Lotz and
Assistant for Student

,,
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LAFAYETTE (iritt~riori
Pickenng ClOJVu:Vul
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200-Watt AM/FM
4-Channel Stereo· System

Sale! 49988 ~2=~~~~~~~d

FTU CollegeMaster
Representatives
Art Scevola

FAU

Terry Feuchtinger

FAU

Marc Wilson

FAU

David Long

Auburn

Y. C. McNease

FSU

The Complete System Includes:

*

• La!Jyettc LR-440 ·O·Watt AM 1FM 4·Channel St ere~. Rec~i~er--plays everyt~ing in
4 .ctiann~l --SO, Dis etu. Derived. Fe.1tu1r.s "Acrrtunc Prcc1srnn Visual fM lunmg and
Superb AM rM Sterc Recepl1n11'
•Garrard 4DB 3-Speed Automatic Turntable with attractive matching base'
• Pickr.ring P/ ATE-1 Elliptical Stereo M:ignelic Cartridge
• 4 "Cdterion 77" 3-Speaker ] .Way Bookshelf Acoustic-Suspension . Speaker System-·
feJtures BVz" Woofer, 3•h" Mid-Range Speaker , 11 z" Direct Radiator Type Tweeter .
plu~ oil walnut cabinetry•

~---Also

authorized Dealer for

1
·
1
-

-

-

PANASONIC HI-Fl. SONY. AKAi• GARRARD.
i+ SHURE, HITACHI, KOSS AND MANY OTHERS·

#

#

***·
*

°*f
f

-

COMPLETE LINE OF CAR
TAPE .PLAYERS & SPEAKERS.#

..

LAFAYETTE RADIO ASSOCIATE STORE

1225 N. Mills
phone 896-3801

.

'°*°**
'*

1......*".~****~**·t··

To Serve Your
Insurance Needs
st

II

College
sales
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HIS IS YOUR LOCl<Ell ROOf1
YOU WILL FINO YOUR UNIFORMS IN YOUA LOCkU
I WOUlO Llf<E YOU TO
PUT THEM ON NOW·

*******
~
£!e @le Jlf uW~re ~@~~cl~~aI@J~
~*****************

%
%For Friday, April·!*

*

*IF YOU
.$J,. .fODA Y:

WERE

BORN

~

'1."i" Hot stuff. So were lots of
% pe_?ple. What makes Y_ou
% ~hi.n~ you are something

%~~~

· .$J,.

'1."i" AQUA~IUS :
.
.
%
Don t dabble m thmgs you
% are not sur~ about, like class
% and love. Stick to Y.o ur stamp
.$J,. collection and eating spiders.
'1."i"t Stick to your stamp
%< ollection! Get it? Ha, ha.
%No? Cheeze, what a grouch!)

LEO:
You have all the grace of a
top-heavy giraffe. Your
manners would not be
accepted at the International
Sloth Convention, and your ~

your records got mixed up
with · someone else's records
several years ago when you
had your physical checkup.
We told soine other joker he
had termin<il cancer and gave
him three years to live when
actually he was just fine. How
stupid of us us to have mixed

beached squid. You would,
however, make it big traveling
with the circus as "The
world's only human zoo."
·~
?j"'

4*
4*

~~u~~sfu~wm~~

'1."i"pisCES:
.$J,.

'1."i" Your attitude is
*reprehensible. You should 'try
{t}o'o take more of an interest in
%your work and your friends.
Where do you get off
.$J,. -mo k ing t h ose f unny little
-c'>"' igarettes in your room all
%day and giving yourself shots
% of penicillin to "ward off the
mumps?" Pay attention to
~me when I'm talking to you.
%oon'-t roll- your eyes around
% 1ike that, and wipe that silly
.$J,.grin off your face. Stand up
'1."i" ~traight. Now that's J·ust what
t' m talking about. I don't
.$J,.
'1."i"think you even know I'm
%here, do you? I think maybe
~you're lovesick. Is that the
~problem? Hunh? Pay
k attention and stop singing. .
'1."i"Stand up straight when I'm
~' alking to you.

*

VIRGO:
When a Leo turns to you, Y..
after reading his reading, and ?')
says to you, "A zoo?" you
say, "Gesundheit."
~
?j"'

up your records with his like
that.

*
'***
.g.
*'*
~

LIBRA: . .
.
You ~e hke a cantaloupe:
hard to figure out.

TAURUS:
· Were you aware that this is
Jefferson Day, that yesterday
was H a 1i f ax Day and
tomorrow is Pan-American
Day? I bet you never even
realjzed the.social importance
of this weekend.
,.

SCORPIO:

.

?j"'

~ack, you stupid fuel, ~
don t you know m~~ I ?j"'
created you. I gave you hre! I
am your mast.. ·
SAGITTARIUS:
This, too, will pass.

GEMINI:
Even th gh h
't
ou
s e won
marry you she will admire
your good taste.

·

3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
1 3:cre fenced playground
hot lunches

---=.. _

;+
~

:l:

678-1765

Rt. 436 & Howell Branch Rd.

YOUR LOCAL MUSIC SUPPLIER
We carry everything in Records &Tapes
-From Santana to Satie
-From Brubeck to Beethoven
-From Clapton to Carlie Simon
(And we special order at no extra cost!)
Large selection of Guitars, Musical Instruments
and all related accessories

?j"'
CAPRICORN:
.
~
G d
t
th th ?j"'
oo news o go.wi
e ~
Largest selection of sheet music & books in the area
th
d f 1 th
?j"'
o. er ~on er u
mgs you ~
will discover today. Glenn ?$"
COME IN SAY HI!
Turner ~as offe~ed ~o share
half of his lawsuits with you.~
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

'*

CANCER:
·count your fingers twice a
day for the next week. There
is imminent danger.

&

The Village Center Presents

~***********************

As A Part Of The WOMEN'S SEMINAR

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

**
iC
*
*
iC
·*
iC
iC
*
iC
**
iC
**
8001( I.CHANGE *
*
STUDENTS, PICK UP YOUR *
iC
·*
MONEY OR BOOKS TODAY *'
iC
*
*
-iC
TODAY
IS
THE
-iC
*
*
iC
DEADLINE!
*
iC
*
iC open 9 a111 • 2:45 p111 daily *
~
~

& KINOERGARIEN

~m~ru~rem~~~~a?j"'~H.o.N_E_3_6~i•~~5~-0~2~3~-~---3·f~o/•~:.w•.•F.r.~.d.w.a~}~'·.o~~~E~D~O~

~

~

OYIEOO CHILD C•

4*

ARIES:
Ha, ha, ha. Have we got a
surprise for you! This is the
United st~tes Hospital
Association, and we just
discovered a really funny

.$J,.

*

t
*'*
'*
'''***
**

By John The Good, Transient Seer

OPEN . NIGHTS

FREDERICK STORASKA
a leading autho·r ity on

~

iC
~

iC

''Women's .S elf •Defense''

~

iC

~

iC

>' ; l> II.'

,VC,_ .R~OM ~ ~ 11... . ..

*

. .I .f .

,

~ '
,',>,

*··
<t

Tuesday, April 24 11 :oo a.•.
Village Center Asse•bly Roo•

- C-,. ·_JO'"""--··
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Fae Sen Vote Set
Approximately half of the
members of the FTU Faculty
Senate are up for reelection or
replacement this month. The
individual colleges will carry out
the nominating and balloting to
elect representatives for
two-year terms.
"Each year about half the
membership comes up for
election,,, commented Dr. K. P.
Taylor, chairman of the Faculty
Senate. "This rotating procedure
is followed so that no more than
half of the Faculty Senate is
completely new at any one
time.,,
Taylor added, "This is the
first year a uniform system for
nominating and electing
members of the faculty to the
senate has been suggested"
-The Faculty Senate Steering
Committee suggested the following guidelines be
followed:
(1) The faculty within each
college will be asked to submit
nominations;

( 2) T)lose receiving the
highest number of nominations
will have an opportunity to
decline the nomination if not
interested in serving in the
senate;
(3) Votes will be cast by
April 20 within each college
from the final list of nominees,
and
(4) By April 30, votes will be
tabulated and results forwarded
to the Faculty Senate. These guidelines provide only
a suggested course of action for
the individual colleges, Taylor
explained.
"The Faculty Senate has
made its importance felt," he
noted, "by handing the
administration astute
recommendations." Taylor also
pointed out that increased
interest in the Faculty Senate
has been aroused, especially
since "the administration is
willing to receive input from the
faculty."
The new Faculty Senate,
when elected, will hold its first
meeting May 8.

BARNETT BANK
FREE CHECKIN-G
DOWNTOWN WINTER PARK

EAST ORLANDO

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
17·92 at LEE ROAD
WEST ORLANDO

*
*
aJLD(;Jll
*

JOIN US ON SUNDAY MORNING
9: 15 A.M. Dialogue & Coffee

10:30 ~M. Worship & Fell~w sh"•P

~!!~,...lllllr'

,...., Li u.~ruwrn

~mmmCB

"LOOK FOR US!"
Union Park North
Lance A. Netland, Lutheran Campus Pastor

2600 Dean Rd.
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Boyer To Perform Monday
Dr. Horace Clarence Boyer, a
baritone singer and voice
instructor at FTU, will perform
!Monday at 8:30 p.m. in the
Engineering Auditorium. The
!Program is part of the Faculty
Recital Series and is free of
charge.
A native of Winter Park,
Boyer earned his baccalaureate
degree from Bethune-Cookman
College in Daytona Beach, and
his master's and Ph.D. from the
Eastman School of• Music at the
University of Rochester, New
York. He has ta~ght at Albany
State College in Georgia and at
Brevard Community Collel!e.
After ~eceiving his doctoral
degree in music in 1972, he
became a member of FTU's
music faculty.
While teaching at BCC, Boyer
appeared as Dr. Falke in the
opera, "Die Fledermaus," and as
Amonasro in "Aida.', Additional
operatic performances include
the Count in "The Marriage of
Figaro" and Germont in "La
Traviata." .
The first section of Monday
evening's program will consist of
four works by the 17th-century
British composer Henry Purcell.

Pianist Bruce Whisler, also a
music department faculty
member, will accompany Boyer
throughout the concert.
Purcell's "Music for a While"'
is a musical ode written as part
of a masque about Oedipus. A
short nonsensical poem is set to
' music in "I'll Sail Upon the
Dog-Star." "We Sing to Him" is
a serious song of praise t o God
which Boyer included to balance
the Purcell selections. Certain
comparisons are made to show
why "Man is for the Woman
Made" in the final selection of
the set.
A section of four pieces by
· Franz Schubert will also be sung
by Boyer. Schubert's most
famous composition, "Erlkonig"
on the poem by Wolfgang von
Goethe, and "An Die Musik" are
part of the section. Heinrich
Heine's beautiful poem, "Der
Doppelganger," was set to -music
by Schubert in a shadowy,
slow-moving style. The piece
concerns a man who returns to
his former wife's house and
imagines another man enjoying
his-prior happiness.
Boyer will also perform . an
aria from "The Barber of

Seville" and four songs - by
Gabriel Faure.
The program will also include
the first public performance of
four pieces by recent FTU
graduate David Hannah. Boyer
characterizes the work, which is
set to the poetry of Percy
Shelley, John Keats and l.Drd
Tennyson, as "short, attractive
and conservatively modern. "
The final portion of the show
will feature Negro spirituals
including "Dere's No Hidin'
Place Down Dere," arra·nged by
Lawrence Brown, J. Rosamond
Johnson's arrangement of "Done
Foun' My Los' Sheep" and the
syncopated "Le's Have a Union"
arranged by Hall Johnson.
Sue Newman, senior in music,
performed last night in a flute
recital. Accompanied by Toni
Shaheen on piano, she played
Handel's "Sonata VII" and Cecil
Chaminade's "Concertino." Miss
Newman performed Debussy's
"Syrinx" as a solo and was next
accompanied by pboe player
Martha Sanders as she played
Kasper Kummer's "Sonatina."
Miss Newman's concert was part
of th e Senior Recital Series.

Staff Awards D inner
Scheduled Wednesday
The first staff awards dinner
in honor of career service
personnel who have served at
FTU for five years is scheduled
for Wednesday evening, Staff
Cotmcil Chairman Richard V.
Neuhaus has announced.
Approximately 19 persons
will be awarded plaques
commemorating their continued
service at the university. The
dinner, said Neuhaus, marks the
beginning of staff assembly
awards and social functions, and
he added it is hoped in the
future the awards will be
extended to honor "meritorious,
extraordinary or innovative

The Art Department, ·in co•ordination
_with the Village Center presents

YAN DEREN COKE
SPEAKING ON

achievements" in the career
service field.
The Staff Assembly is a body
composed of all permanent
career service personnel. · Career
service personnel are found
throughout student, business
and · academic affairs. They
include secretari~s, maintenance
men, groundskeepers, security .
officers and many of the other
behind-the-scenes personnel.
FTU's Staff Assembly is the
first such organization in the
state, Neuhaus said, adding he
thought the idea will most likely
spread t<:> other universities.
"The basic objectives of the
assembly are to nurture morale,
encourage a positive attitude and
open a good line of
communication," commented
the chairman.
The dinner will be held 7
p.m. in the Village Center.
Seating is liJriited to 300
persons, and t~day is the last
day to buy tickets. They are
available from Mary Watson, CB
206; Phyllis Partyka, Physical
Plant; Margaret Tanner, LR B14;
Diane Jawitz, EN 207; Bob
Svendson, SC 107, or Grace
Cnimlich, AD 225.

Campus
~Glances
WATCH FOUND

~

,:·

A 25-jewel wate rproof
anti-magnetic stainless steel
watch was found at the corner
of Gemini and Pegasus Blvd.
Anyone wanting some
information should contact
Susie Lancaster in LR 215 or
call 275-2865.

CIVITAN OFFICER
. Roxanne Hecht, historian of
the FTU Collegiate Civitan Club,
has been appointed lieutenant
governor for the Central ·Florida
district of Civitan.
As lieutenant governor, Miss
Hecht will aid in planning the
approaching International
Collegiate Civitan Convention to
held in Orlando in August.

EMPLOYMENT NEEDED

~ Full-time or Part-time employment needed immediately
for students (male or f-emale).
TYPE OF WORK - DOCKMAN
.
~ Hours - Part-time or full-time depending on your schedule.:
Wages - $2.25 days; $2.48 nights
Benefits - Paid Health Insurance (Blue Cross/Blue Shield) paid holidays,
paid vacation after 6 months work, NO lay-off on fuU-time employment.
l
WE'LL TRY TO _MEET YOUR SCHEDULE!
Call 241-6700 anytime between 7:00amthru1:30 am for employment.
W. T. Grants, 2009 S. Division Street. Across from Meri t a Bakery. Now
t accepting applications.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER :
~

"The Painting
Ancl The
Photograph"

...............................................
_.
.
:
wl111 mmIBm wl1omoo0 :
:•

.•

~

:

Monday, April 23 11 :00 a.111.
Multi•Purpose Roo111

:

•:

~~00

Complete ~ISHER Systems

-

From $249.95

:.
•

.•
:

:

•

Stereo by: KLH, Marantz, Fisher,
:
:
Sony, Etc.
!
333 Park Ave. South, Next to Colony Theatre: Winter Park

.................. .......................... ,.
~
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Blood Drive Sets Record
A record 158 pints of blood,
135 from students and 23 from
faculty and staff members, went
into the FTU reserve account at
the Central Florida Blood Bank
as a result-of the fourth campus
blood drive on April 5 ·and 6 in
the Multi Pµrp ose Room.
.
Sponsored by the
Interfraternity Council, the drive
increased the emergency supply
of blood now available free of
charge to FTU students, faculty
and staff members and members
of their immediate family.

The fraternities provided
much of the incentive for the·
drive, advertising it by posters
and word of mouth. Alpha Tau
Omega held a party for donors
at their fraternity house, and
Sigma Sigma Chi collected items
to be g\ren away t o donors as
. door prizes fr om local
businessmen.
In addition, Sigma Sigma Chi
requested blood donations for
19-year-old Cathy St. Lauret,
who is undergoing treatment in
Gainesvill e for a . k idney

infection.
Names of donors were drawn
for about 80 prizes, including
$25 from the Barnett Bank of
Winter Park, two radios from
Jordan Marsh, Disney World
ticket books and gift certificates
from area stores.
Anyone wishing to donate
blood to the FTU account may
go to the Central Florida Blood
Bank, across the street from
Orange Memorial Hospital in
downtown Orlando.

***************************** SG Vote
#
a~ailable i n .A pril.
I* Sched u /ed
#.ALFAYA TRAIL APARTMENTS ·

. *·
** 2 b/ r.un .it s· fu r nished, pool, recreation*
*
*
* room, t ennis COUrts.
**
** Ph . 277 2360 f _• f :t•
*
*

~

•.

.

.Or In orma IOn.

·
•
·
·
.
.&'dt 8c

*

****************************** *
·

Gele
~-

"MR .

C OLOR

TV"

- • TV • STEREO • RADIOS • TAPE RECORDERS~
- • RECORDS • TAPES • SERVICE • RENTALS .

*

1033 N. MILLS

*

*WINTER PARK MALL

"Melody Corner"

.1

8~

----~ APEs--a-nii--ffcliifos--~---

Ar DISCOUNT PRICES
. Central Florida's Largest Compact

SELECTION
SONY - PANASONIC - ELECTROPHONIC
RCA - SYLVANIA - SANYO .
CRAIG - MASTERWORKS

This is the month for FTU's
student body to voice its
preference for Student
Government president and vice
president.
The Multi Purpose Room of

the voting
Village April
Center26,
will
be open
for
9 a.m.
- 4·
p.m. and again 5 - 7 p.m. On
April 27, voters will ·have their
chance to cast their ballots from
9 a.m. to 4: 30 p.m.
To be eligible to vote, a
student must have his ID card
with him and must be a full-time
student, taking nine hours or
more.
Declared presidential
candidates, as of Tuesday, were
Allen Grower, Joe Nursery, Lee
Constantine, Thomas Costa and
Jack Sirianni. Hunter Potts,
John Paul Brooks, George Oddo
and Vicki Rhodes will seek the
office of vice president.
Camp a igning by the
candidates will start Monday and
continue through elections.
A forum will be held at 3
p.m. ·today in VC 200 for all
declared candidates. Steve
Adamick, president of SG, said
the purpose of the forum is "to
explain the complex rules and
regulations governing the
campaign."

STUDENTS AND faculty members turned out in record numbers to
replenish FTU's blood supply April 5 and 6. (Photo by Craig Powell)

Stetson Hosts 'Senate'
By Wilma Korb
What's this? Has the Capitol
Dr. William Jervey,
changed its location from
coordinator of the senate, said,
Washington, D. C.• to De Land?
"This year FTU will have 10
Heavens, no! It's the Model
'senators,' as a result of their
fine perfonnance last year.
Senate in. heavy debate at
Stetson University. This second · There are usually only two
annual Model Senate started
from each delegation, so we will
have the largest delegation."
yesterday and will last through
Sunday.
Jervey said the 10 students
The purpose of having the
from FTU who will participate
Model Senate is to give students
are Charles Gates, Dale Higgins,
a chance to take part in the
John Mouldowney, Jeff Dunlap,
legislative process. They get
David Boone, John Morris, Doug
experience in debating and
Elliot, Jim Morris, Tom Karpiak
voting on the bills.
and Michael Saunders (student
This Model Senate is as close
chairman).
to the actual senate as it can
Jervey commented, "It's a
possibly get. Students come
good educational experience and
from as far away as Colorado to
everyone has a good time."
participate, each portraying one
Several U.S. senators.
of the 100 senators. They
including Sen. Lou Frey, R-Fla.,
introduce bills similar to those
and Sen. Mark 0. Hatfield,
introduced by the senator they
R-Ore., will preside over some of
portray.
the sessions.

Cops'· Topics
Exercise of the body is as important as exercise of the
mind these days. Why not park in Temporary Lot No. 200
on pleasant days and walk to your classes? Temporary Lot
No. 200 is just west of the swimming pool, hard lime rock
and holds 450 cars. A daily count last week showed only 60
cars parked in this area.
(P.S. It's only 400 steps from the Library Building.)
WEEKLY SUMMARY APRIL 2·8

V illage Ce'9ter
.Student
Chess Tourna1111ent
MAY S'h· & 6 1h
PRIZE.S AWARDED

'FO-R

Citations issued
Courtesy citations issued
Battery assists
Opening locked vehicles
(includes motorist assists)
Emergency runs
Traffic accidents investigated
Items recovered and turned
over to Lost and Found
Incidents reported and under .
investigation

Green

Meadow
APARTMENTS DESIGNED
WITH muTH IN MIND

AND 2 •d PLACE

-

You11 find as In th• growing, bultllng, FUN part of town.
And. G'"" M.adow offerw you everything new In apartment
· liviog • • • • 17 cu.~. fro1t-frH refrigerator1 with lcemabn,
contlnuou..c:lean ovens, totat black-out drap.., lumlnou1 ldtchen ceillng1, extra sound proofing-even ·1kyllghta In all 2nd
flo0r, 2 bedroom units.

.c:.

Sign up at Y
Main Desk
•efore May 1•1

Our lnterlon ARE something else. But fvlf for FUN, W9'¥9
Included 2 lwimmlng pool1, 3 lighted tennl1 courtl with cover.d
bleacherw and 2 handball courtl, not to mention the fantalflcr
clubhouse.

Studio, 1 ~l 6atA.2 Wroorn-2·6alA ~

COME. BY

AND
COMPARE
200 Fem Park llvd. - Fem Park, Fla. 32707 - 131"'933

·.

FO~, GUiii ·&MEADOWS ~IOPERTID
...

.., .,

...

.

76
113

17
30
1
3

5
2

I
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Symposium Discusses
Abortion, Families
By Susan Sauerbrunn

control are tailored to fit the
The second of the Now
needs of the individual patients.
Woman series, a symposium on
Mrs. Morton . stated,
the woman of today, sponsored
by the student affairs office, was
"Abortion is not the ultimate in
the · contraceptive.
held Tuesday in the Village
Center Assembly Room. The
Contraceptives should be a way
session explored aspects of
of life for responsible people."
human sexuality including
Norman Moy, therapist at the
family planning, abortion and
Family Therapy Institute, a new,
marriage and family counseling.
privately . funded organization
The first speaker, Dr. Walter
headquartered in Altamonte
Pelser, talked about his mixed
Springs, said the biggest family
feelings on1 abortion. Pelser said
problem in the United States in
that after 30 years of medical
1973 is lack of communication
practice, he did not feel that
between parents and children.
women's views have changed in
Moy described his "contra~t
regard to abortion. He said, "If
system" where parents make
abortion is to be done, it is
contracts with their children to
wonderful that today it can be
deter negative behavior. "Our
done correctly and legally."
one philosophy for marriage
Eunice Rice, executive
problems is reconciliation" Moy
director of the . Planned
explained.
Parenthood Association of
Concluding speaker was Sister
Central Florid~, explained the
Dorothy Dawes of the Newman
ARTIST'S RENDERING on the $2.3 million Biological Sciences Building. Construction is
function of her organization: Center in Winter Park, _who
expected to begin in June.
to answer questions about
stressed the importance of
family planning. She noted the
counseling. She stated, "The
motto of Planned Parenthood,
Bible does not give us definite
"Every Child a Wanted Child,"
answers on abortion. No issue .
has become idealistic in tJlis day
has generated more polarization
and age when the number of
than tlie issue of abortion." She
people is increasing faste~ than
said most of the students she
A $2.3 million Biological
earlier campus structures, using a
the Humanities and Fine Arts
the means to care for them
coun8els come to her after they
Sciences Building is next on the
generous amount of brick and
Building.
properly. Mrs. Rice said her
have had an abortion.
glass, Schroeder said.
When construction begins on .
organization needs funds to
construction agenda at FTU.
The architectural firm of
The new structure, which is
the Humanities Building,
answer the increasing number of
Upcoming topics to be
McElvy, Jennewein, Stefany and
the first phase in a proposed
probably within one month
calls about abortion. . 1
discussed in the Now Woman
Howard of Tampa will begin
complex to house the College of
according to Schroeder's
According to Clair Morton, . ·series ·inciude l~gal rights of
construction of the building
Natural Sciences, will feature
estimate, several different .. there are 90, 000 women of
women,_ self defens.e and women
sometime in June, according to
many laboratories and
construction firms will be · child-beariQg age in Central
iri the ·fabor force. Remaining
James F. Schroeder, university
classrooms designed specifically
involved, but they will not be _ Florida who are eligible to use
programs will be held on
physical planning consultant.
for science-related courses.
responsible to a general
the Division of Maternal and
consecutive Tuesdays in ·the
The new building will be
The Tampa construction firm
contractor.
, Infant Care ef. th.e ·~ Orai;ige
.Multi Purpose Room. The next
located in the southeast
responsible for building the new
It ha? ~e~n. thou~ht tha~ ' County Pu!q, ·~-0, Jd~a'. ~h
t ·· programnvill Qe held at 11
~t~-ofr.-eampus; adja&nt.tm.7.' ·_str-uet\Tre:-. · -~~~iffer.enk-:-. ~nde11 th,1~·. · buJl~mg'\i:~la11;: b?t~· iOepartment. Pati~ al;
". f;lj ~ · he- ~~ . three-day
subcontractors for the various '. ' time and ~oney coUld be' sav~d, · residents of Orahg:e .~a1,1 tY. may ,. tsylTI:posit( . on wemen· in the
an existing parking area. It will ·
cover 56,000 square feet and
ph~es .of the opera~ion, but
but according to Schroeder, It '
attend one of the four centers
Jabor force will ·be at 7 p.m.
stand four stories high. The
~ork will be handl~d differently
hasn't worked out quite as well
free of charge. Methods of birth
daily, April 24-26.
building will follow the design of
than the construction plan for
as expected."

Science Building Planned

wW

*

'

,
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GET INVOLVED IN THE SPRING

ELEC~TIONs ·:

!

~
~

SIUDENT GOVERNMENT
PRESIDENTIAL.ELECTIONS

!
!

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT OFFICES.

!

TODAY is.the last day ·to declare candidacy - 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
MANDATORY MEETING TODAY
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Activity Calendar
~----T_O_D_A_Y_ _ _ _ ___.IGREEK

WEEK TRICYCLE RACE:

PI KAPPA ALPHA:
Meeting, 8: 30 p.m., EN 108.

'11 a.m., Reflecting pool

SG BOOK EXCHANGE:
9 a.m.-3 p.m., VC 211.

t-----------------4

!GREEK WEEK SOFTBALL FINAL:
1 p.m., Iritramural Field.

SG SENATE:
Meeting, 3 p.m., VC 200.

MONDAY, APRIL 16

r---------------iACCOUNTING CLUB:
Meeting, 11 a.m.: CB 216.
~OMEN .'S
SEMINAR--LEGAL
RIGHTS OF WOMEN:
JCHTHUS:
11 a.m., Multi Purpose Room.
Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 108.
fYES:
PEGASUS PUBLIC RELATIONS
Meeting, 6 p.m., VC 211.
CLUB:
Meeting, 11 a.m., AD 149.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA:
Meeting, 6: 30 p.m •. VC 214.
YOUNG DEMOCRATS:
TRI DELTA:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 210.
Meeting, 7 p.m., EN 121.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB:
r A U EPSILON PHI:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 212.
Meeting, 7:30 p.m .. EN 108;
SNEA-FEA:
FACULTY RECITAL:
Meeting, 11 a.m. :
8:30 p.m., VCAR.
t-------------~WOMEN'S PROFESSIONAL
I •'RA TERNITY:
Meeting, 1 :30 p.m., Dean's
TUESDAY. APRIL 17
Conference Room, 2nd floor,
JOB INTERVIEWS:
CB.
First National Bank of Miami, All
1:HRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
day, AD 225.
Meeting, 5 p.m., LR 239.
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB:
CHESS CLUB:
Meeting, 11 a.m., EN 502.
Meeting, 6 p.m •• VC 214.
NORMAN BARKER - THE
AMERICAN
CHEMISTRY
VOYAGES OF RA:
University Lecturl! Series, J 1 am.,
SOCIETY:
SC AUD.
Dinner, 7 p.m., VC Dining Room.

K-;REEK WEEK GAMES:
2p.m.

DELTA SIGMA PI:
Meeting, 6 p.m., EN 108, 109,
110.

GREEK WEEK DANCE :
8 p.m., CiBar Ranch.

:REEK WEEK PARADE:
3 p.m., parking lot behind Library
Bhilding.

''FRENCH CONNECTION":
VC Movie, 8:30 p.m., VCAR.

;REEK WEEK VW STUFFING:
4 p.m., PE Building.

SUNDAY, APRIL 1S
,;REEK SING:
7 p.m., Multi Purpose Room.

JASEBALL:
FTU vs. Florida Institute
Technology, 2 p.m., Away,

'FRENCH CONNECTION":
VC Movie, 8: 30 p.m .. VCAR.

of

IUPHA CHI OMEGA:
Meeting, 6 p.m,, VC 211.
l'\.APPA SIGMA :
Meeting, 6 p.m,, EN 109.

SATU RDA Y, APRIL 14

l·:T A TAU ALPHA:
Sorority meeting, 6: 30 p.m., VC
214 .

ARCHERY CLUB:
Meeting, All day, Multi Purpose
Room.

V.ETA TAU ALPHA:
Chapter meet;ing,
VCAR-A.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON:
Meeting, All day, VCAR-A.

6:30

CHESS CLUB INTERCOLLEGIATE
TOURNAMENT:
9 a.m.; CB 103.

~'AU

GREEK WEEK CHARIOT RACE:
10:30 a.m.; Reflecting pool.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON:
Meeting, 7 p.m., EN 359.

p.m.,

KAPPA EPSILON:
Meeting, 6 p.m., VC 200.

_Campus

personal

/1._,.4:·-6' ,.·a· }n:·ces:,

u

-0~ En1oyed
Nar:i'~; Thm~J.
f?It'1~-Qri.f.twood . :;.,:
it -tre'men'dously:''
Especially 'e njoyed the editorial
(ha ha!} My secretary is already
from it! has

...,..,...,.

lNTRAMURALS:
Meeting, 11 am., VC 200.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18
CAREER SERVICE EMPLOYESt
Meeting and banquet, All day and
evening, Multi Purpose Room.
.IOB INTERVIEWS:
Talbot-Wermer & Assoc., Ltd., All
day, AD 225.
MIKE VAX CLINIC CONCERT:
All day, VCAR.
BLACK STUDENT UNJON:
Meeting, 11 a.m •. VC 214.

THURSDAY. APRIL 19
lNTERFRATERNJTY COUNCIL:
Judical Board meeting, 11 a.m.,
LR 233.
I NTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL:

Committee on Rush meeting, 11
a.m., VC 214.
LUCIA
TURNBULL
fRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION:
11 a.m., VC 211.
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB:
Meeting, noon, EN 502.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Meeting, 5 p.m .. LR 239.
INTRAMURALS:
Meeting, 3 p.m., VCAR.

ORDER OF DIANA:
Meeting, 7 p.m.; VC 200.

SG SENATE:
Meeting, 4 p.m., VCAR-C.

FuTUre Classifieds

'
'-.

_

LUCIA
TURNBULL
T R A N S C E N D E N T A' L
MEDITATION:
11 a.m., VC 214.

TRANSCENDENTAL ...
MEDIT~TION .
, .
An introductory lecture in
Transcendental Meditation as
taught by Mahareshi Mahesh
Yogi will be held 11 a.m.
Tuesday and Thursday lli VC
214. The lectures are free and
open to everyone. After ' four
lessons for two hours each, a
person is able to continue the
practice every day o'n his own.
Results from the easy mental
technique include more energy,
creativity and enjoyment of life
on a day-to-day basis.

Sharon W.! Hey, are we proud of
you! Love, maJ et al.
To Whom It May Concern: Mr.
Gatch is aliv.e and well and living
in Budapest. Twimbl~.

services
Bicycle repairs done at my
home, specializing on 10-speeds.
10 per cent discount to students.
Phone 671-0398.
All ~inds of typing done. Phone
Sharon Driscoll 834-0004.

help wanted

POOL FOR WOMEN
From now until the end of
spring quarter, escorted women
may shoot pool at no charge,
6- 1 1 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays in the Village Center.

Willoughby's Restaurant now
hiring: Waiters and waitresses,
part-time, flexible sched'uling, no
experience needed. Also needed:
part-time busers, ·bartenders and
cook assistant. Call Bob Brown
or Allen Bailiff at 894-4991.

wanted
Individual wants VW '66 or
m_o.re recent model--Good cond.
please! No Agents! 894-4704
after 5 p.m.

Kramer Autograph Tennis
Racquet strung with nylon,
brand new $25. Call 277-9385.

World Book at $148.50 for
complete set! Over $200 savings.
One payment of $10 then delay
payments to Sept. Contact Ernie
Bednar 671-7028 after 5 p.m.

•NirNIJ<i-• Fllii • Nnl!.IEL • FALCON• ATALA•

other
Willy Wheezer says: Fly high
with a white sheezer. See Willy
an,9 dig on it, or call him
27·7-9385.

for rent
Khayyam Apts--1 bdrm $160
mo. rent includes trash removal,
cable TV, garbage disposal and
water. Call 273-5184.
RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE--New
2 bdrm dupl_x apts in quiet,
wooded setting. Fully shag
carpeted with cntrl heat/air.
A p p I i a n c es & d r a p es are
furnished. Laundry in backyard
area. 4 mi. from FTU entrance
at Mitchell Hammock Rd. in
Oviedo. $160 per mo. Tel.
365-3721.

for· sale
AVAILABLE: Hillcrest Mobile
Home 1967 2 bdrm. 12 x 44
furnished completely, air, near :
FTU. Already in trailer court.
Call 275-2831 Gail or 568-4429.

TuE$.-S'Ar: 11-7

FM-107

24 HOURS A DAY OF STEREO PROGRESSIVE MUSIC
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Crew Set For Miami Regatta
By Larry Mccorkle
PAST OLYMPIC champions,
national collegiate champions
and the cream of the crew teams
will participate in the Miami
Invitational Regatta this
weekend along with a
determined contingent from
FI'U.
The race looks like a lineup
for the world championship.
Included in the Regatta are:
'lbe Belgian National Team
from Antwerp, a repr.esentative
in the Olympic Games in
Munich.

THE VESPER Boat Club
from Philadelphia, past Olympic
champions.
The Coast Guard Academy,
first in last year's college division
championships.
Rollins College, second in last
year's championships to the
Coast Guard, and currently
ranked No. 1 nationally in
College Division.
TEMPLE University, fourth
in the 1972 college division
championships.
Undefeated teams from FIT

WITH CHANTS, cheers arid oranges for the
opponents, FTU's Wrest.erettes bring some of the
excitement usually reserved for basketball · into
college wrestling. This is the only group of its kind
in the state. From left to right they ~e Vicky

and Florida Southern.
And last, but certainly not
least, in the eyes of Coach
Dennis Kamrad, the team from
FI'U.
UNLIKE PAST races this
year, FTU will not field a varsity
and a junior varsity team.
Instead, Kam rad. will shuttle his
team in order to run one varsity
team in the lightweight division
and another team against the
heavyweight competition.
The lightweight team must
average 155 pounds, with no

oarlocks broke off early in the
race and the team went on to
win with only seven oars.
The varsity team had no
problem winning. FTU led the
entire race winning by some
. eight s- conds.
TH E R ACE was held in Lake
Pickett in Chuluota, and the cup,
the McRee Cup, was presented
to the winner. It is named for
th e lakefront owners who allow
FTU to practice off their shore.
The McRee Cup, a five inch
loving. cup, seemed to grow in
sign ificanc e as t he ra ce
ap·proached". The race for the
McRee Cup will become an
annual event.
The race was double victory
for Kamrad. He coached two
years ago at Huntsville, including
many of the same boys who
raced against FTU.
"They were larger than we
were," said Kamrad. He grinned
and added, "But we were racing
for the McRee Cup."
GOLF TEAM PLACES
HIGH "

rower over 160 pounds. The
heavyweight, of course, consists
of anything heavier than 160
pounds. It sounds reasonable,
therefore, to put some 300
pound st ring man on a
heavyweight team. But, one
must keep in mind that every
person has got to pull his own
weight and his share of the boat.
During the year, FTU has
posted a very good record in
heavyweight competition with
almost a lightweight team.
.
KAMRAD therefore had very
little shuttling to do, and he
wanted to get a legitimate
lightweight team h e thought
could possibly win state and
then fair well in the nat ionals.
"In a sense
I'm
ex p er im en t ing ," sa'i d the
coordinator of extramurals. "I
want to see how this
combination · does against
lightweight competition before. I
make a decision for the state
meet (April 2i)."
"I think our lightweights can
make the finals in the small
college championships," · said
Kam rad." "I think our
he avywe igh ts ·c a n .be
competitive, too."
FTU'S LIGHTWEIGHT: team
· ,, consists of stro~e G:~eg .Cor9ner,
· Martin Dennis, Tom Tacner,.·
_· Ralph Bateman, Bill. :Barnes,
McCoy, Bobbi Louden, Carla Nickell, · Rene Parks~
Charles Filco, Steve Bowman,
Linda M~tche!l, ~ngie Rager, Leann Sho_ff, Gle~da
bow Don Thomas and coxswain
~etzer, Mareen DeBla,u~e and Nancy 1:JnctI;JPh.o to · .A.iiSon·P~scha. -·- ·
. ., - . by Craig Po~ell) ~.
' '
. •'
" :.
::· -:.-; The 'heavyweight team is
~~ '. ,~.. ,
~'!"·; 1 ~ ·...,._ · :
;·~
•
;,... :·
"''
·Jf •·
~~mprised of stroke Al Dinnen,

FT U's four-ball . golf team .o f
Doug Perry and Tony Kiraly
fi nished 11th out of 36 teams at
t h e an nu a 1 Four-Ba 11
Championships held a week ago
· last Tuesday at the Mirror Lakes
course in Lehigh Acres.
Kiraly and Pe.rry posteq
rounds of 71 and 75 for a two
day tota!)if .HG ..two "over par
High WiQ~.oiD ·i~~; ~ecoftcJ 1 ound
made pla~ diffl~ . .
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PARAPHERNALIA
.
~.EATHER
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by

ANDY &NANCY
I

I

5041 Edgewater Drive Orlando, Florida 32810
293-6961

Waterbeds
i
COMICS,
I
I
I Bean Bags

I

'fOPS,
JEWELRY,
With this ad 10% discount

i McCJen~y,

'

I

LAS;:suNn AY: FTU placed

bo~

Jim C?nnell,
second in the first annual Riviera
John · Ingram and coxswam
Beach Invitational in Ormond
K~i:.ry __FJlrr~-~·- __ _ . . . _ . . Be~h. The . tounrament hosted
The race will be held in the
se "eral out-ofe schoo

5

,,·= ·
i
1
7 ~a~ q B :~ ci:y;!.~ fl' ~~~-; th,e~i~~(; ~ ~~ii~~~~ ..': L_e"..~rs~inner. i :
i · preliminary races will be held at Tennessee has .Jong· bee~ one of

'" ' h

<

i

a
§=
.§

9a.m.tomorrow.Thetopthree ..
teams in each
. heat .will race in
the finals scheduled at 2 p.m.

* * * * * * * * * ·*

§

~

A·P RIL 5, FTU defeatea the
University of Alabama' at
Huntsville and ,. in the process
won the minute, but. 'coveted,
McRee Cup:_
.
FTU won both the varsity
arid junio'r varsity race. In fact,
in the JV race; one of FTU's

~r

i
i

§

,§

a

=-=
-

the best teams rn the
Southeastern Conference.
On a day ,wne_re winds gusted
over 4'0 . injles ,i)et,.., hour, To'ny
Kiraly led the FrfJ 1te'am with a
76, a · fine . round, especially
considering the conditions.
FrU's team total of 315 was 12
strokes behind Tennessee. Gary
Martinetta (79), Doug Perry
(80), and Brent Whitely (80)
rounded out the FTU scoring.
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We want you to .work.for the FuTUre.
See Craig Powell today
· lla.m. - 12noon or call

••

i

OPEN MON. - FRI. 10 - 10 §
\
!I
SAT. - 12 - 7
a •
•
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J ERSEYS
. . . and a complete line of athletic sportswear ...

NEW LOCATION: 534 Park Ave. South Winter Park
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Goldsox Sweep Embry;
Face Rival Rollins Next
By Fred Cay

After suffering a rather
humiliating defeat at the hands of
the state's top-ranked team last
Saturday, a double-header sweep
over Embry-Riddle the following
day went a long way toward
relieving the hurt and· getting
FTU's baseball team back on the
winning track.
Now 15-10, the Goldsox look
to next Wednesday's clash with
cross-town rjval Rollins, which is
15-13, against a pretty rugged
schedule.
And the Goldsox figure to
catch Tars' ace hurler Kim Tuell,
only 5-4 but usually the man
Coach Boyd Coffie looks to in big
games.
"Rollins depends on good
pitching and defense,'' said FTU
Coach Doug Holmquist. "They're
not a big hitting club. They're just
the opposite - from us, really,
because we've been getting the
hitting while pitching and defense
have been the problems."
Rollins is going with its
number one man on the mound,
and Holmquist is apparently
going with his new number
one--who has surprisingly turned
out to be freshman Greg Perich,
at least in the last couple of
weeks.
Perich pitched Sunday's first
game which stopped the Goldsox'
losing skein at five. He gave up
just one earned run and scattered
five hits as FTU won 6-3. Mike
Ferrell and Pat McCarty knocked
in two first-inning runs and
McCarty also singled in one ~n in
the third.
Dave Guido, who got his
chance to start when regular
catcher Sam Rixie suffered a split
finger the previous day, singled in
two more runs in the fifth. Third
baseman Dave String's hit drove
in McCarty, who had dpubled, for
insurance in the seventh.
Guido went on a modest
hitting spree over the weekend
with two hits in each of the three
games and boosted his average to
.276. -The last half of the twinbill
was a rout. The Goldsox bunched

10 of their 12 hits into the third,
fourth and fifth frames to score
all ~f their runs or a 10-1 triumph.
Guido batted in three and String
had two RBI's as the two main
participants in the fun.
And the pitching was
excellent. Pete MacLaughlin
breezed through four innings
allowing one hit, only one walk
and fanning seven. After
MacLaughlin's arm stiffened,
Dave Draper came on and was
equally effective, gaining credit
- for the win. The tall, slender
Draper has been another pleasant
surprise for Holmquist and, like
Perich, is only a freshman.
Against Miarp.i Saturday, it
was quite another story. Starter
Bill Larsen walked the first four
batters of the game - and the
things got worse thereafter.
Before the dust finally settled,
the Hurricanes had 19 hits, 13
free· passes and a total of 19 runs.
'Canes' hurler Stan Jakubowski
hurled a fine six-hitter but his
teammates' hitting ov·~rshadow.ed
that.
At any rate, the '. nationally
fourth-ranked 'Canes impressed
Holmquist. "They've just got the
best talent in the world," the
awed coach remarked.

*****

Bill Larsen has gone to a
no-windup delivery in an effort to
(Continued on Page 15)

BATTING STATISTICS
;\.B

Ferrell
Radovic
McCarty
Stfing
Royal

Rixie
Guido
Behe
Sirianni
Horvath
Larsen
MacLaughlin
Kerner
See

R H RBI

AVG.

97
14
80
83
59

22
3
15
-16
6

37
5
25
24
17

16
3
16
18
10

.381
.357
.314
.290
.289

58

9
3
15
12
13
3
4
-3
3

16
8
19
10
19
5
3
5
5

8

.276
.276
.247
.239
.238
.227
.214
.179
.143

29
77
42
80
22
14
28
35

6
10
3
9

2
3
4
1

-

THESE ARE seven wrestlers who brought
home trophies this past weekend. Front row, left
to right: Mike Shivers, Scott Sherman, Pat Murphy

and Charlie Patton. Back row, left to right: Pete
Berkery, Moe Gicobbe, John Rouse and Coach
Gerald Gergley. (Photo by Craig Powell)

Rouse, Shivers Take 1st In State AAU
By Fred Cay
It was a case of the old and
the new coming through for
FTU's wrestling squad in last
weekend's Florida AAU
championships at Patrick Air
Force Base.
The former refers to assistant
coach John Rouse, who still
competes in AAU meets as a
heavyweight, and the latter
allusion is to Mike Shivers, only
a freshman but already
established as one of the state's
best wrestlers. Both won first
place trophies in the state
tourney and 8 out of 10 FTU
grapplers . placed fourth or
better.
Rouse, at 22 certainly isn't
old but he is one of the original
team members from the 1970-71
season. He actually tied for the
top spot with an old nemesis,
Mike Clark, a University of
Florida graduate whom Rouse
had never defeated before.
He didn't beat Clark this

time, either, but earned a
hard-fought 1-1 tje-certajnly a
moral victory. The first time
Rouse faced Clark, two years
ago, it wasn't much of a contest
·but he has steadily improved in
seven matches since with Clark.
Shivers started the
tournament with a l!andicap, a
wrenched knee which became
more painful with each
additional match. Still, . he
somehow got through four of
them - the last three decisionsedging Chet Sanders of the
University of Florida 2-1 for the
title.
"He could have won his
weight class (163 lbs.) a lot
easier except for his injury,"
stated Coach Gerry Gergley. "He
had to wrestle much more
cautiously and I 'know his knee
was hurting him toward the
end.',
Shivers, who wound up
second in · this year's state

collegiate tourney as a
142-pounder wasn't the only
one competing a few pounds
above his usual weight. Pat
Murphy, state champ at 126 lbs.,
took second in the AA U meet as
a 149-pounder, and Scott
Sherman, who "wrestled
probably his best matches of the
year," according to Gergley, was
at 136 lbs.
Pete Berkery, who showed
improvement in the 220-lb.
class, also took second on a pair
of pins before falling to highly
ranked Mike Kelly from Indiana
' State.
John Theders, who lost 3-1 to
teammate Shivers, finished third
in the 163-lb_ division, while Joe
Gicobbe and Charlie Patton were
fourth in the 136-and 180-lb.
classes, respectively. Patton
placed behind a trio of Florida
grapplers.

Wo•en's Selilinar
''The Legal Rights
"'/ '

FTU'S MIKE Ferrell provided one of the very few highlights in last
weekend's 19-2 loss to Miami when he slammed a seventh-inning
homerun. (Photo by Pat Ryan)

Cu•berland,· FSU
Face FTU Netters

I

FTU will face nationally
lineup are two Canadians, a
ranked Florida State University
Brazilian and a Puerto Rican,
who guide the team which is
tomorrow at 2 p.m. in a match
on the FTU courts. The Knights,
bolstered by two top Floridians.
led by Brazilian net star Octavia
Today at 2 p.m., Cumberland
Piva and South African ace Mike
College, the Kentucky Athletic
Dezeeuw, will · feature a
Independent Association
balanced attack which should
division champions, invade the
provide the home crowd with
Kinghts' 'territory for a match.
some exciting tennis action.
last year the_.,.v·~t.ors. g~¥F :F.r'{J a
Fl'U is tiding high atop an 8 : _, stubborn fl · jl~re . powing .
seasor\ record, and FSU''ilas"an j out ~ i2-. 1'aq.a~i · ~ is xpected t<;>
equally impre~iv-e slate.'. 'I. ~ .. '· ·; be the ~me.~lf.tU,Jw.w~ver, will ~
Florida State depends mainly
have to play aggressive tennis
on their team depth in all sixthrough the singles to pull out a
positions. Included in .. their
win. -

Of Wo•en"
Tuesday, April 17 11:00 am
~~he

YC
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In IM Independent League

4 Teams Fight For Water Polo Lead

WATER POLO action has dominated intramural sports during the
past two weeks. Above, an unidentified player casts a wary eye as he
advances the ball. Below, an unidentified player attempts to block a
throw by the goalie. Water polo playoffs begin Wednesday. (Photo by
Craig Powell)

E O PLE thrust themselves
into the forefront of the
independent league water polo
title chase as a result of their
surprising 3-3 tie with TKE II on
Tuesday.
The tie left the two · with
identical 1-0-1 records. EOPLE's
n~xt big test will be Monday
when they face a potentially
outstanding Team A, which is
only 1-1 because it had to forfeit
the opening 7-6 win over God's
Children because of an ineligible
player.
As a result, God's Children
was actually the first place team
after Tuesday's action with a 2-0
record, resulting from two
forfeits. They battled TKE II
\Yednesday afternoon.
The other remaining "big"
game besides Team A vs.
EOPLE, is on Wednesday when
Team A and TKE II tangle at 4
p.m., immediately preceping the
fraternity playoff.
TKE TI jumped out to a 1-0
lead against EOPLE Tuesday and
was constantly attacking its
opponent's go81 before the tide
turned early in the second half.
EOPLE's Mark Cochran fired in
two goals before Eddie Barks
scored again and tied it. Rudy
Werlink then put one in to give
EOPLE an apparent victory but
with time nearly gone, Rick
Keller's second goal of the
contest saved TKE II from a
costly loss.
The other three water polo
games scheduled Tuesday were
all forfeits as Team A, God's

Children and ATO picked up
easy wins.
Pi Kappa Alpha won its
second out 9f three . Monday,
whipping · Chi Phi, 6-1, - with
Charlie Patton getting three of
the goals and Guerin Rife two.
TKE II rolled over
Faculty-Staff and Students,
14-2, while Team A decisioned
God's Children, 7-6, in that
since-nullified contest, as Willy
Belotte again showed off talents
other than his basketball
prowe8s with a six-goal effort.
Last Thursday. Mike Galassini
threw in six goals in a 9-2 win
for Tau Epsilon Phi over Chi Phi.
Phi.

one which has expired within
the last year may participate.

*****

And a reminder--women's
sl imnastics is offered every
Wednesday from 12-1 in the
dome behind the pool.
Slimnastics is a trimming and
toning, non-muscle - building
program, under the supervision
of Mon a Crissey, assistant
intramurals program director.

Go.l dsox
(Co.ntinued from Page 14)

solve his control problems at the
suggestion o f Holmquist.
According to the coach, Larsen
has been throwing well in practice
and reports that the new method
"feels good.·~ •

Little Sisters opened up the
women's softball season Monday
with a lopsided 15-5 win . over
Zeta Tau Alpha Little Sisters
are a combined group of TKE
and LXA little sisters with a
more than representative
cheering section made up of
members of both fraternities.
Two squeakers also
highlighted first-day action as
. Tyes trimmed Alpha Chi Omega,
9-8, ~nd Tri-Delta beat TEP
Little Sisters, 10-9.

The all-around play of
outfielder Ron Bebe has earned
plaudits from Holmquist. "He's
just a good athlete and can do so
many things," lie said. Even in the
Miami game, Bebe'~ play· in the
field shone. He threw out a
runner at the plate and made a
couple of outstanding catches...

A LIFE-SAVINO refresher
course has been tentatively
scheduled for May 5, 12 and 19.
All students or faculty-staff
members · who have current Red
Cross Life Saving Certificates or

Pat McCarty and Mike Ferrell
have switched positiops, with
McCarty now playing second and
Ferrell going out to left. Both
players appear satisfied with the
change, an effort to shore up the
infield defensively.

*****
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PRESIDENT CHARLES N. Millican, second from left, offers
·congratulations to, left to right, Sheridan Becht, Harvey Newton and
Farrell Byrd as he accepts for FTU the weightlifting team's trophy for
finishing second in the National Collegiate Championships. The trophy
is on display in the Administration Building, second floor. (Photo by
Craig PowelJV

lifters To Hold Clinic
A two-day free weightlifting
clinic for area teenagers,
featuring words of wisdom from
a World's Champion and six
nationally ranked lifters, will be
conducted April 20-21 at FTU,
in conjunction with a national

640 All

Starting Monday

THE
sound of 640

rutrou l ··-··~ ·,:
We feature famous name
clothing for men and
women at wholesale prices
or below. For women,
names like Jonathait
Logan, Applause, Junior
Express, Mr. Vito, .Kerral, .
Gino Paoli. Many originals ,
and one . of a kind. Long
dresses, pant suits, slacks,
beaded gowns. Men double knit .. jackets,

"Special Sale!
Women's Winter Clothes
25% Discount.

WAREHOUSE :f:B

6440ri·:

Ml Dl

less than 1 m lie east on
436 - acro5s from Lou is
Volkswagen.
Tuesday,
. Wednesday, and Thursday 9-6
Saturday ~9 . aosed Mondays.

development program for future
weightlifters.
The high schoolers will be
intr~duced to the sport by
Harvey Newton, FTU
heavyweight lifter, who recently
helped his team take second
place in the National Collegiate
Championships.
Newton, who will coordinate
the two-day event, has invited
1969 World's Chal)lp Joe Dube,
of Jacksonville, and a half dozen
leading lifters from the Sou th east
to attend the clinic. April 20 will
be devoted to learning the fine
points of the sport. April 21, the
newcomers will ·compete in a
clean and jerk contest, with
medals awarded to finishers.
As part of the clinic, Newton
will also videotape the lifters for
playback and critique. He also
plans to · show films on
international and national
competition.
The FTU clinic will be held in
the wrestling dome, located
behind the campus swimming
pool. Those planning to attend
are ~ed to bring workout
clothes and tennis shoes. The
sessions wil1 extend from 9:30
am. to 4 p.m. each of the two
days, Newton said. - Campus
News Service.
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*SPECIAL i 2 MONTH PLAN
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